
Working with Dusty Robotics

Sequence of Events:
● 2 weeks before layout (or as early as possible)

○ Contractor provides Dusty access to drawing set and CAD files as available
○ Contractor specifies scope of layout and approximate schedule dates

■ Trades to be laid out
■ Who will own CAD preparation

○ Dusty provides formal quote for work
○ Both sides agree to proceed

● 1 week before layout
○ Dusty field team reviews CAD with project team for printability to ensure successful outcome

● 3 days before layout
○ Contractor sends finalized CAD (or CSV points) file for print

■ Final CAD review with Dusty field team
○ Contractor confirms site logistics (safety, access, parking, unloading)
○ OPTIONAL: site walk between Dusty representative and contractor’s onsite liaison

● 1 day before layout
○ Contractor confirms control points have been marked clearly on site

● Print day (typical schedule)
○ 7am

■ Dusty team arrives on site, unloads equipment
○ ~7:45am

■ Dusty team begins production layout
○ ~ Mid-morning

■ Progress walk with contractor liaison and Dusty’s engineer
■ Ideal time for demonstrations of the system for project stakeholders

○ ~3pm
■ Dusty team packs up equipment
■ Final walk with contractor liaison and Dusty’s engineer

● 2 days after print completion
○ OPTIONAL: Dusty to provide digital QC report of project
○ Begin billing process
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Things to Consider:
● Control points

○ The FieldPrinter system leverages surveyor-laid control points in order to orient itself on the
project site. The accuracy of where the print lands in relation to the building is determined by the
accuracy of these control points (typically ±1/8”). We need at least 3 control points around the
perimeter of the floor which are NOT in a straight line.

○ In order for the operator to maximize their time on site, we ask that the contractor provide
locations of the control points in digital format (CAD or CSV) at least 24 hours before “print day”.
Additionally, those same control points should be clearly marked and visible on the site floor.

● First print learning curve
○ As this is a new technology to most project teams, there can be unforeseen items that impact

productivity of the system. Some previous considerations include:
■ Material laydown or floor cleanliness which might impede access to portions of the floor
■ Contractor asks that line and text styles be modified after seeing them in person

○ In order to mitigate the concerns, Dusty suggests that the first floor of any project receive up to
an additional day of schedule window and attention from the project team to ensure the final
output matches (or exceeds) expectations.

○ Contractor should assign a foreman or supervisor to work with Dusty on the first day of print and
address any questions or site concerns that come up.

● CAD standards
○ There is often a need to refine the CAD file to make it “robot ready”. This can stem from artifacts

in the Revit or 3D model or missed details from the design process. In order to ensure the
printed layout is exactly what is intended to be built, the Dusty team conducts a pre-print review
cycle with the contractor’s VDC and model detailing team. If the contractor does not have
access to these resources, Dusty can provide this service.

● Tight locations
○ Occasionally, there are locations that are to be printed, but not able to be accessed by the robot.

This can be due to line of sight (impedance between the total station and robot) or size of the
opening/proximity to walls and pipes. In these instances, as much of the layout as possible will
be printed by the system to ensure clarity of the layout. If additional layout is needed, the
operator would conduct manual layout in these locations.

○ If these locations are able to be identified during the CAD review phase, the use of “offset lines”
can be included to ensure accurate layout without concern for accessibility.

● Weather
○ The FieldPrinter system is built to operate under standard construction environments. The rated

operating conditions include
■ Temperature between 32 & 105℉
■ Wind below 20 MPH
■ No standing water or active rain

○ In the event that weather conditions are outside of these bounds on ‘print day’, Dusty will work
with the contractor to ensure best possible delivery of the work.

● Equipment Failure
○ Dusty field operators are trained in troubleshooting and fixing robots in the field. The standard

equipment package includes many spare parts and batteries to ensure the system works as
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expected on ‘print day’. In the unlikely event of a system failure that is not able to be repaired
onsite, a back up robot would be delivered to site as soon as possible.
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